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ABSTRACT

Author: Kerschen, Nicholas, E. MSME
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Investigation into High Explosive Particle Dynamics under Impact Loading
Major Professor: Dr. Weinong Chen
The shock or impact initiation of high explosives (HEs) at the particle scale remains of
great interest to the military and other industries, yet there lacks an exhaustive understanding of
the mechanisms by which this occurs. The most prevalent hypothesis to explain this phenomenon
is termed hot spot theory. Hot spot theory proposes that energy inside the HE consolidates at
locally concentrated sites due to an impact and that these localized pockets create the adequate
temperature required for ignition. However, there is a dearth of experimental data at the microscale
where hot spots occur. This study focuses on investigating the impact dynamics of HE particle(s)
inside a polymer matrix, which is similar to, however a simplified form of, a polymer-bonded
explosive (PBX). Samples with inert particles were also investigated as a comparison to the
energetic particles. To facilitate this investigation, a light gas gun in combination with high-speed
x-ray phase contrast imaging (PCI) was employed. PCI allows for the observation of the particle’s
deformation, damage, and reaction, which cannot be viewed by traditional optical methods. HMX
(energetic) and sucrose (inert) particles were used for this study, each captured in a Sylgard-184®
matrix. The experiments show that at lower impact velocities (~200 m/s) the HE particle was
cracked and crushed. More intense cracking of the particle and debonding from the matrix were
observed at increased velocities (300-450 m/s) in both energetic and inert particles. At the highest
impact velocities (~450 m/s), considerable volume expansion of the particle occurred in the
energetic samples. This is thought to be the result of gas production resulting from chemical
reactions inside the HE particle, which is a possible precursor to detonation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High explosives (HEs) are used in a variety of industries, including mining, oil drilling,
and the military. Specifically, polymer-bonded explosives (PBXs) have found wide spread use in
advanced weapon systems [1]. These PBXs consist of 80-95% by weight HE particles with the
remainder being made up of a polymeric binder or matrix. The conditions under which PBXs are
used require full confidence in their safety and reliability. Ensuring both of these facets requires a
sound understanding of the fundamental conditions for reaction of the HE particles under an array
of dynamic loadings. PBXs may undergo dynamic loading during manufacturing, machining,
transport, storage, and use. Any of these could lead to either unintentional or intentional initiation.
Gaining an improved understanding of the microscale dynamics leading to reaction in HEs is
crucial.

The mechanisms by which HEs react are still not completely understood. The most
prevalent explanation for this phenomenon is hot spot theory. This theory proposes a mechanism
for generating the energy or temperature required for the initiation of HEs under impact loading.
The mechanism it describes is caused by deformation and damage that leads to energy
consolidation and localization or “hot spots”. These hot spots can then extinguish, quickly burn
(deflagrate), or contribute additional energy to a shock wave. This coalescence of energy is
accompanied by a sharp increase in temperature that, if large enough and over a critical volume,
can cause initiation. The formation of hot spots is just one of the processes leading to initiation;
others include chemical reaction and the growth of hot spots. A number of mechanisms have been
suggested for the formation of hot spots in HEs, including compression the of gas pockets, sliding
friction, and heating at crack tips [2]. Despite extensive literature on this topic, an exhaustive
understanding of the complete processes and dynamics from impact event to initiation does not
yet exist due to experimental limitations such as temporal resolution and sample clarity, especially
at the particle level.

One way to gain a better understanding of the HE particle features that influence ignition
is to explore the differences in the dynamic behavior of “low defect” and production grade HMX
particle samples. The “low defect” HMX particles have been processed to minimize internal cracks
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and flaws, but production particles are left “as received”. Figure 1.1 depicts the extent of the
defects inside a production HMX particle. The particle pictured is ~2 mm in its longest dimension.
Each tomography slice is thresholded, binarized, and noise filtered to distinguish between defects
and x-ray artifacts. X-ray phase contrast tomography is similar to standard tomography in that is
creates cross-sections or slices of an object non-destructively. X-ray tomography was performed
at beamline 2-BM A of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. This
machine has a pixel resolution of 1.4 μm, takes 2160 slices per experiment, and each experiment
takes ~3 minutes. In the tomography performed for this study, the x-ray source and detector are
stationary, while the object rotates around the z-axis. The difference in internal flaws leads to a
difference in sensitivity when particles are subjected to impact loading conditions. HE particles
with more internal defects are more sensitive [3]. Researchers have studied a wide array of loading
conditions, defect variations, experimental conditions, and dynamic behaviors to try and amass
extensive knowledge on the formation and growth of hot spots and the roles that defects play in
ignition.

A)

B)

Figure 1.1. X-ray tomography reconstruction of a production grade HMX particle with
geometry shown in A) and defects shown in red in B).
The strain-rate sensitivity is of interest and importance when considering the safety and
reliability of PBXs. To study this, a variety of loading conditions must be applied experimentally,
including: quasi-static [4-16], dynamic [2,3,6,9,11,17-22,36], and shock [23-35]. The two most
common quasi-static techniques used in energetics research are the Brazilian test [6,7,12] and
experiments utilizing a loading frame [4-6,8-11,13-16]. Even at these relatively low strain rates,
an abundance of behaviors like temperature dependence, particle damage, and grain size effects
were observed. Twinning and particle damage were observed both in load frame and Brazilian
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testing [4,7,10]. Palmer et al. [4] observed twinning under compressive loads that would disappear
unless the load was sufficient to make it permanent; twining was also visible in post-mortem
Brazilian specimens. Skidmore et al. [10] pressed PBX 9501 and 9404 pellets and observed that
when pressing the pellets, a decrease in porosity required an increase in pressing force, which
caused twinning and microcracking of coarse HMX. These microcracks would be a sensitizing
mechanism should the pellets be used. Multiple studies have examined the temperature
dependence of HEs [8,9,11]. Wiegand et al. [8], Gray et al. [9], and Blumenthal et al. [11] all
studied the different effects of temperature on HE samples. Wiegand found that as temperature
decreases and strain rate increases, the fracture process shifts from the binder to the particles. Gray
observed a similar transition of brittle to ductile failure for both the binder and the HE with
increasing temperature. It was identified by Blumenthal that TATB-based PBX 9502 is not as
temperature dependent as the HMX-based PBX 9501. The effect that HE grain size has on its
quasi-static behavior is also relevant to its sensitivity due to the broad range of HE particle sizes
produced. Multiple studies have been performed to explore how the pressing of pellets influences
the particle quality [5,13]. Elban et al. [5] and Peterson et al. [13] found that increasing the pressing
force caused more intense particle cracking. Palmer et al. and Rae et al. used the Brazilian test to,
respectively, observe higher tensile strengths in samples with smaller HMX particles [7], and that
cracking follows the periphery of large particles and binder fibrils form between small grains
increasing fracture toughness [12].
When the strain rate is increased to a more dynamic regime (102/s), most of the
experimentation was performed using a drop-weight setup [2,3,6,17,18,21,22,36]. Applying this
technique allowed for further investigation into the mechanisms by which ignition occurs in HEs.
The studies that will be mentioned here all looked at different ignition mechanisms as well as ways
in which to enhance a given mechanism. Field et al. [2,6] argued that no one mechanism controls
ignition, but rather different mechanisms can additively form a critical hot spot. Other research
focused on a single mechanism and its role in ignition. Swallowe et al. [17] concentrated on the
addition of polymer particles to PETN. The introduction of free radicals, produced by the polymer
particles, reduced the 50% drop height sensitivity indicating an increase in sensitivity. Coffey et
al. [18] used a heat sensitive film to show heating under HMX crystals before ignition and then
modeled the experiments and proposed that dislocation pile-ups were the cause. Wu et al. [21]
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impacted single and modeled multi-particle samples, determining that sensitivity is partially
dependent on particle-particle interactions since single particle samples could not transition from
deflagration to detonation, while the modeling of multi-particle configurations suggested ignition.
Preston et al. [22] performed experiments on mechanically damaged PBX 9501 samples as well
as induced β-δ phase transition in the HMX before testing. The β phase of HMX is its stable, roomtemperature phase, while δ phase can be achieved by heating β phase. The transition to δ phase is
accompanied by an ~7% increase in volume and a change in impact sensitivity. It was observed
that either one of the two processes independently increased sensitivity, but not both in
combination. Lastly, Hunt et al. [36] exposed PBX 9501 to indirect heat making them more impact
sensitive as well as display adiabatic shear banding. Other dynamic testing techniques include low
velocity impact [19] and dynamic Brazilian tests [20]. These studies reinforced the conclusions
mentioned above.

The highest strain-rate regime of interest for this study is shock loading. Under shock
loading the sensitivity effect of defects, and more specifically voids, is of importance. Researchers
have taken two approaches to examine their role in an energetic sample’s ignition sensitivity. The
first method is to simply produce samples with voids and compare their sensitivity to a pristine
sample [24,27,30]. The second requires performing two shock experiments. The idea behind this
method is that the first, weaker, shock will squeeze out all the voids in a sample and thus
desensitize the sample to the second, stronger, shock [23,33,34]. The second shock is ~0.4 μs
behind the first shock. Tarver et al. [24] modeled HMX and TATB’s time to detonation
dependence on hot spot geometry, size, and temperature. It was found that there was little
dependence on geometry, but as the hot spot size decreased, the temperature required and time to
detonation increased. Bourne et al. [27] examined the shape effect of a void in Ammonium Nitrate.
Critical hot spots were found to favor non-spherical voids. A single void with no variation in size,
shape, etc. was the focus of Chitanvis et al. [31]. The major findings of the study were the melting
of HMX just behind the shock wave and a noticeable time lag between hydrodynamic and shear
heating mechanisms. In all of the research on voids in HE samples presented here, it is clear that
voids sensitize HEs. The experiments conducted on double-shocking HE samples further solidifies
this conclusion. Campbell et al. [23] and Aslam et al. [34] observed that the initial shock was able
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to desensitize HE samples, while Dienes et al. [33] was able to accurately model double-shock
experiments.

The grain size and temperature sensitivity dependence of HEs under shock loading have
also been studied. Gustavsen et al. [25] and Baer et al. [28] both came to the same conclusion
regarding how HE grain size affects sample sensitivity. Each study independently concluded that
samples pressed to a higher density (lower porosity) were less sensitive and reaction was more
rapid in samples with finer particles. The research performed on how temperature affects the
sensitivity of HEs also reached a singular conclusion; increased temperature increases sensitivity,
but multiple different observations were made by independent studies. Urtiew et al. [30] heated up
HMX, in the form of LX-04, to above its β-δ transition temperature and then shocked it. A volume
expansion of 6% was observed, increasing the total void volume and thus the sensitivity during
subsequent shock experiments. In a second study by Urtiew et al. [32] samples were heated up and
then confined. The confinement lessened the increase in sensitivity due to the high temperature.
Mulford et al. thermally cycled PBX 9502 samples but came to the same conclusion. The cycling
increased void density, void size, and sample sensitivity. The research mentioned above gives
precedent on what to expect when production and “low-defect” HMX particles in a binder are
subjected to impact loading.

More recently, modeling has become the main focus of HE research [37-55]. Simulations
can be invaluable in examining dynamic behavior when validated by experimental data. They are
less expensive and do not require any specific equipment. A popular and relevant topic of modeling
research is shocking a HE with defects like void(s) or inserted particles and investigating the
formation and growth of hot spots, as well as ignition behavior [38,40-42,44-47,51,53]. Subtle
differences in each study can change or reveal interesting behavior like temperature required and
time to initiation. Howe et al. [38] modeled hot spots at voids and grain boundaries for varying
shock strengths. At lower strengths, hot spot temperature was very dependent on shock strength,
while at higher strengths, void collapse and grain boundary interactions added energy to the shock
front. Sewell et al. [40] concluded that temperatures over 1000 K are needed for hot spot
development times in the tens of nanoseconds and shocks below 5 GPa require a dissipating
mechanism, as shock heating is not enough to achieve criticality. The insensitive TATB-based
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LX-17 was the focus of Nichols et al. [41] and it was discovered that sustained shocks of at least
6.5 GPa were required for reaction. Menikoff et al. [42] examined the affect material viscosity in
a sample with a pore has on initiation. The effective hot spot mass increased as sample viscosity
increased, but shock dissipation alone was not sufficient for initiation. Shi et al. [44] deviated from
the traditional circular void and studied energetic materials with square shaped voids. It was
observed that the more elongated the voids were, the more sensitive a sample was, and the energy
localization was due to jetting. Jetting in a void occurs when a shock wave reaches the upstream
wall of the void and projects material towards the downstream wall. The upstream wall material
is compressed vertically by material on top and bottom, and thus expands in the shock direction,
forming a jet.
Not just hot “spots”, but hot “surfaces” were proposed by Varfolomeev et al. [45].
Simulations that consider spots and surfaces as “hot” locations matched experimental pressure
profiles and critical conditions. Herring et al. [46] expanded previous work to investigate how
initiation behavior changes when multiple voids are introduced. Bigger voids increased sample
sensitivity, but the arrangement of the voids had only small effects. Glass beads in nitromethane
was investigated by Menikoff et al. [47]. Here, hot spots were the result of transverse waves from
shock reflections due to the glass/nitromethane impedance mismatch. Kapahi et al. [51] examined
the arrangement of two voids, one downstream from the other. When they were in line, the first
void would shield the second one, but when they were laterally offset, the second shock from the
collapse of the first void had an intensifying effect on the second void. Even though all modeling
research is slightly different, general conclusions can be drawn from the studies performed up until
now. Defects, like voids, particle, and grain boundaries have a sensitizing effect on energetic
materials. Their size, shape, and location may have additional effects. Studies presented here
consist of Eulerian representations as well as particle methods. Additional efforts in the field of
modeling energetics include compaction waves [54] and sucrose as a HE simulant [55].

In most of the experimental studies in literature, the detailed damage evolution processes
leading to hot spots and reaction could not be visualized in real time due to limitation in
experimental methods. Recently, new experimental methods combining impact loading and highspeed x-ray phase contrast imaging (PCI) allow for the real-time visualization of the dynamic
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damage evolution inside these materials. Material density differences are due to a phase change of
the x-ray and the brightness is dependent on local electron density, instead of absorption. The x-ray
detector is placed further away from the sample than it would be using an absorption technique.
This distance allows for more distortion in the wavefront and thus better contrast in the resulting
image. This study utilized the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL), as did Jensen et al. [56], Luo et al. [57], Hudspeth et al. [58,59], and Parab et al. [60]. At
APS, electrons are linearly accelerated to 99.99% of the speed of light. They then enter an oval
track of electromagnets where they reach an energy of 7 GeV. Once they reach that energy they
are injected into a storage ring with a circumference of 1,104 meters. In the ring they produce
x-rays that are used for experimentation. APS commonly operates in two modes, hybrid and
standard. Hybrid mode has a single bunch of electrons isolated from seven other bunches. The
single bunch contains 16 mA and has symmetrical 1.594 µs gaps from the other bunches. The
seven bunches are consecutive and contain a maximum of 11 mA, length of 68 ns, and gaps of
51 ns between bunches. The experimentation in this study was performed in standard, or 24 bunch,
run mode. This means there are 24 equally spaced electron bunches with each one being ~80 ps
long and having gaps of 153 ns between bunches. The x-ray producing electrons are tangentially
taken out of the storage ring and forced through an undulator. The undulator consists of dipole
magnets in a periodic array that oscillates the electrons, forcing them to emit synchrotron radiation.
This radiation in the form of x-rays then passes through 2D slits to manage the beam size, and two
shutters. These shutters must be synchronized with the experimental setup and the undulator gap
must be chosen appropriately to ensure proper imaging. In this study, the samples inherently
possess intraparticle defects which promote hot spot formation, making them good candidates for
the observation of hot spot dynamics while using PCI.

This study has two main focuses. First, to improve the experimental method combining gas
gun impact loading of energetic samples and high-speed x-ray PCI. Second, to determine the
critical impact conditions under which specific energetic samples display signs of reaction. These
two facets were explored in tandem by performing impact experiments on single and multi-particle
HMX/Sylgard-184® samples using the gas gun and high-speed x-ray PCI systems that are in place
at beamline 32-ID B of the APS at ANL.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The light gas gun used for this study has only been operational for ~18 months, therefore
the sample preparation and experimental methods have undergone a few iterations over the life of
the work presented here. Initially, much of the experimentation on the gun was to synchronize it
with the existing x-ray imaging systems in place at APS. This has left little time to tune the gun
itself in terms of pressures needed to achieve a given velocity and triggering equipment. The
different preparation and experimental methods that evolved improved the reliability of data
acquisition and the shot-to-shot consistency. The modifications made to sample preparation did
not interfere with the quality of the results and comparing results across all of the tests is considered
valid. Table 2.1 gives a breakdown of (columns left to right) the figure image sequence from each
experiment, the sample type (production or low defect particle and single or multiple particles),
the impact velocity, the preparation method (petri dish or rectangular prism or bulb dropper), and
the setup (trigger method and sabot/impactor materials) for each experiment with (S) and (A)
denoting steel and aluminum impactors respectively.

Table 2.1. Experimental details.
Test
Results
Figure 3.1
Figure 3.2
Figure 3.3
Figure 3.4
Figure 3.5
Figure 3.6
Figure 3.7
Figure 3.8
Figure 3.9
Figure 3.10
Figure 3.11
Figure 3.12
Figure 3.13
Figure 3.14
Figure 3.15
Figure 3.16
Figure 3.17

Sample Type
Single particle production HMX
Single particle production HMX
Single particle production HMX
Single particle low-defect HMX
Single particle low-defect HMX
Single particle low-defect HMX
Single particle low-defect HMX
Single particle low-defect HMX
Single particle sucrose
Single particle sucrose
Single particle production HMX
Single particle production HMX
Multi-particle production HMX
Multi-particle production HMX
Dual-particle low-defect HMX
Dual-particle low-defect HMX
Dual-particle low-defect HMX

Impact Velocity
(m/s)
202
336
386
313
320
352
416
448
311
344
445
479
420
429
432
443
488

Preparation
Method
Petri dish
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Bulb dropper
Rectangular prism
Petri dish
Petri dish
Petri dish
Petri dish
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism
Rectangular prism

Trigger/Sabot
Laser/Foam(S)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(S)
Pins/Delrin®(S)
Laser/Foam(S)
Laser/Foam(S)
Laser/Foam(S)
Laser/Foam(S)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
Pins/Delrin®(A)
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Sample Preparation
All of the samples used in this study contained either energetic or inert particle(s)
encapsulated in a polymer matrix. The energetic samples consisted of HMX (cyclotetramethylene
tetranitramine) particle(s) inside of a Sylgard-184® (Dow Corning Corporation) plus 0.25% by
weight iron oxide (44-100 μm Fe2O3) matrix. The inert samples were similar to their energetic
counterparts, with the HMX particle(s) being replaced with ~500 μm sucrose particles. Iron oxide
increases the contrast between the matrix and the particle when observed with x-ray PCI [60].
Sample types include: single particle, two particles in contact with each other and various numbers
of aligned particles. Both production grade and “low-defect” HMX particles were used in this
investigation. The production grade particles (Grade B, <2% RDX) were obtained from BAE
Systems Inc. Each of these production HMX particles possesses unique features due to
manufacturing variabilities. The “low-defect” particles use the BAE production particles as the
source material, but then go through soxhlet extraction, RDX removal, and re-crystallization
processes (C. J. Sorensen, personal communication, January 23, 2018). The soxhlet extraction
removes materials (water soluble) that are present from the factory. To remove the RDX present,
the particles are stirred in cyclohexane for ~6 hours, then the solvent is removed along with most
of the RDX. Re-crystallization begins with rough production HMX particles being dissolved in a
3:1 mixture of Acetone Nitromethane that is mixed for at least three hours. The mixture is then
poured into a crystallizing dish with a small amount of acetone added. This additional acetone is
to ensure no original particles were poured off or form too quickly in the new dish. Aluminum foil
is then placed over the dish and the volatiles slowly evaporate until crystal growth occurs. The
crystal growth can take less than a day to multiple weeks.

The manner in which the experimental samples were made for this investigation, once the
base materials were acquired, went through three iterations. Each iteration was an improvement
on the previous preparation method and enhanced elements like sample-to-sample consistency and
particle placement accuracy. The three methods are explained in further detail below.
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2.1.1 Petri Dish Method
The first approach used to prepare samples made use of a Teflon® Petri dish as the mold
for forming numerous samples at once. The process began by mixing the material for the matrix
of the samples, Sylgard-184® (10 parts elastomer, 1 part hardener) with Firefox, 44 μm, Fe2O3.
The mixture was degassed for ~30 min using a vacuum chamber to remove any air bubbles. An
~1 mm thick layer of the mixed and degassed Sylgard-184® was then poured into the Petri dish
mold and fully cured (30 min @ 100 degrees Celsius). This gives the HMX particles a base to rest
on, so they do not sink to the bottom of the mold as they would in an uncured matrix. Multiple
particles were placed on top of this base layer, spaced in a manner to allow for the sample geometry
shown in Figure 2.1 to be cut out. Lastly, the remainder of the matrix mixture is poured over the
particles and cured, providing the material that the samples can be harvested from (Figure 2.2).
This preparation technique allowed for multiple samples to be made at one time, configured as
single and multi-particle samples, and was used exclusively with production HMX particles. This
method was used for the first experiments which had impact velocities of 202, 420, 429, 445, and
479 m/s.

Figure 2.1. Sample geometry produced by the petri dish mold.
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HMX particles

Figure 2.2. HMX and Fe2O3 captured in Sylgard-184 ® inside a petri dish mold.

2.1.2 Rectangular Prism Method
The second sample manufacturing method used the Teflon® mold shown in Figure 2.3 and
Figure 2.4. This method is similar to the Petri dish approach in that the Sylgard-184® and Fe2O3
mixture is first mixed and then degassed. NanoCat®, 70-100 μm, iron oxide was used for these
prismatic samples. The rest of this technique differs from what was previously done with the Petri
dish approach. The mold has a built-in platform for the particle to rest on, allowing the particle to
be placed on the platform in a known orientation and held in place with tweezers as the matrix
mixture is poured into the rectangular cavity to form an ~5 mm thick base layer. This base layer is
then partially cured (20 min @ 100 degrees Celsius) to ensure the particles stay in the desired
orientation. The rest of the cavity is then filled, and the entire sample is fully cured. Final samples
are 10.2 mm square and 15.2 mm in height. These dimensions were chosen as they are similar to
those produced by the petri dish method, but the mold provides a significant increase in geometric
repeatability over the Petri dish method. The prism mold method was used to make samples for
the majority of the experiments using production HMX, low-defect HMX and sucrose particles,
having impact velocities of 313-488 m/s.
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Figure 2.3. Rectangular prism mold schematic.

Figure 2.4. Empty rectangular prism mold.

2.1.3 Bulb Dropper Method
The final sample preparation approach made use a polyethylene (PE) bulb dropper with
each end cut off to make a PE sleeve with an ~10.4 mm inner diameter and ~7.62 mm long, and a
Teflon® rod that had a length of ~12.7 mm of one end turned down on the lathe to the inner
diameter of the bulb as the mold for each individual sample (Figure 2.5). This method began with
Sylgard-184® and 70-100 μm NanoCat® Fe2O3 being mixed and degassed. A small drop of the
mixture was then placed on the smaller end of the Teflon® rod. A particle was then placed on the
drop in the desired orientation and the dropper bulb which had been cut into a sleeve was placed
over the turned down portion of the rod. This initial layer of Sylgard-184® was then partially cured
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(20 min @ 100 degrees Celsius) to hold the particle in place. Next, the PE sleeve was fully filled
with the matrix mixture and the entire sample was fully cured (30 min @ 100 degrees Celsius).
The PE sleeve remained on the sample until just prior to experimentation when it was removed
resulting in a sample geometry as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. This sample preparation technique
delivered samples with tremendous geometric repeatability as well as quicker turn-over from one
batch of samples to the next as there was much less clean up required in comparison to the
Rectangular Prism method. This final sample preparation technique was used for the most recent
sucrose experiment with an impact velocity of 344 m/s and will become the primary technique in
future experimentation.

Figure 2.5. Turned down Teflon ® rod with PE sleeve.

10.4 mm
Particle

7.62 mm

Figure 2.6. Sample geometry produced by the bulb dropper method.
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Particle

Figure 2.7. Bulb dropper sample with Fe2O3 and bulb dropper sample
without Fe2O3 to show particle placement (from left to right).

Experimental Method
This investigation made use of a single-stage light gas gun and high-speed x-ray PCI to
perform the experimentation. These tools allowed for the study of the deformation and damage
field in and around the HE and inert particles during impact loading. The gas gun used in this study
had a smooth bore of 38.1 mm and a barrel length of 1.83 m. Helium gas was used to drive the
projectiles from breech to target. With the projectiles used for this study, the current maximum
velocity is ~522 m/s. All of the experiments presented here were conducted at ANL at their APS
facility on beamline 32-ID B using high-speed synchrotron x-ray PCI. The use of this system
allowed for real-time in-situ observation of intraparticle dynamics, as well as particle/matrix
interaction [59,60]. These features cannot be visualized using standard optics as the samples in use
become opaque following the impact event. In order to examine the behavior inside the sample, a
scintillator is placed in front of the high-speed camera lens to convert the x-rays to visible light
[61], allowing the images to be recorded in the visible spectrum. Also in front of the camera lens
is a magnification lens (5x or 10x) that helps dilate the small particles and increase the pixel
resolution. The camera used in this investigation was a Shimadzu HPV-X2 high-speed camera that
can capture up to ten million frames per second (10 MHz). Since the pulse frequency of the x-ray
is ~6.5 MHz, 1 to 5 MHz frame rates were used during experimentation. The first few images with
the impactor in view were used to estimate the velocity of the impactor. Synchronization between
the gas gun and x-ray systems was achieved through the use of an oscilloscope, delay generators,
and shorting pins/laser. The fire signal from the gun was sent outside of the x-ray hutch to a delay
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generator (delay 0-25 ms depending on the expected projectile velocity) and then sent back into
the hutch to trigger the slow x-ray shutter. This shutter takes 10 ms to fully open, remains open for
33 ms and takes 10 ms to fully close. A second (fast) shutter is triggered through a delay generator
(delay 35 ms) off of the slow shutter. This shutter takes 1 ms to fully open, remains open for 1 ms,
and takes 1 ms to fully close. These shutters give a 1 ms window where both are open to capture
an event. The high-speed camera is independently triggered by either a break in the laser, or contact
with shorting pins. The fire signal as well as the camera trigger signal are sent to an oscilloscope
where the time between the two events (function time) can be measured. By measuring this time
period, delays can be tuned to increase their accuracy. A schematic of the experimental setup can
be seen in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9 is a photo of the facility.

Figure 2.8. Experimental setup schematic.
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Figure 2.9. Gas gun setup inside the x-ray hutch at beamline 32-ID B.
The aforementioned systems remained constant throughout all of the experimentation for
this study. However other elements, such as projectile configuration/construction and triggering
methods, saw some improvements over the course of this research. The first experiments were
conducted with samples prepared by the Petri Dish method and impact velocities of 202, 420, 429,
445, and 479 m/s, using a low-density polyurethane sabot with a steel impactor and a laser
triggering system. These sabots were formed inside a cylindrical steel mold with a 38.1 mm inner
diameter. An axial hole was drilled into the foam once it had hardened and a steel impactor rod
was glued into the sabot. Along with these projectiles, a laser system (5V) was used to trigger the
high-speed camera prior to the impact event. The laser was placed ~25 mm in front of the sample
and a delay generator was used to ensure the trigger timing was correct. These systems were found
to be unreliable and inconsistent at higher impact velocities, and therefore were modified in
subsequent setups.

The second iteration of the experimental setup used polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filled
polyoxymethylene (Delrin®) sabots with steel or aluminum impactor disks and a shorting pin
trigger system. The impactor disks are 15.85 mm in diameter and 3.175 mm thick. The sabots were
machined instead of molded which improved their consistency. A follow-on triggering system
used the metallic impactor to complete a trigger circuit built around two shorting pins. The shorting
pins were placed ~0.75 mm behind the sample’s impact face (Figures 2.10 and 2.11) in order to
leave the initial imparted stress wave undisturbed. A simple capacitor circuit was connected to the
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shorting pins, providing a voltage fiducial to an oscilloscope when the impactor came in contact
with the pins and closed the open circuit. The capacitor was charged before each experiment and
the rise time of the circuit was ~4 ns. The jump in voltage would trigger the oscilloscope, in turn
triggering the camera to start recording. The Shimadzu HPV-X2 is able to store images before the
actual trigger signal, so ~25 frames before the trigger signal, out of 256, were kept for each
experiment. A back plate in the form of a steel disk placed against the rear of the sample allowed
for a reflected stress wave of increased the pressure inside the sample. This increased pressure is
a result of the impedance mismatch between the sample and the steel. This second configuration
was proven to be both more reliable and more repeatable. It was used during the remainder of the
experiments conducted.

Shorting
Pins

Metallic
Impactor
Sample
Back Plate

Figure 2.10. Shorting pin triggering method schematic.

Figure 2.11. Shorting pin setup.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Single Particle
The images shown in Figures 3.1-3.12 depict dynamic single particle behavior at increasing

impact velocities ranging from 202-479 m/s. Figures 3.9-3.10 show the results from experiments
using sucrose particle samples with impact velocities of 311 and 344 m/s. In all of the figures, the
impactor is moving from left to right and time t = 0 is chosen as the frame just before any event in
the sample is observed. Most of the particles (excluding Figures 3.11-3.14) are essentially up
against the back plate even though the back plate may not be visible. An impact velocity of 202 m/s
causes the production HMX particle to be cracked and crushed. The first image in the image
sequence of Figure 3.1 shows the particle fully intact before the impactor reaches the sample. Later
images in the sequence at times t = 3.4 and 6.0 μs show the mushrooming of the impact face of the
particle as well as cracking behind the impact face, before the particle is crushed against the sample
holder. This fracture behavior has been scarcely documented in prior work, and since cracks are
considered a possible source for hot spot formation [6], it is important to understand the dynamics
of new crack formation under impact loading.
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Figure 3.1. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 202 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 3.4 µs, and C) 6.0 µs.
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When the impact velocity is increased, production HMX (336 and 386 m/s), low-defect
HMX (313-448 m/s), and sucrose particles (311 and 344 m/s) all display debonding from the
matrix as well as more intense cracking. This is indicative of good repeatability even with varying
sample preparation and experimental methods. Figures 3.2 (336 m/s) and 3.3 (386 m/s) are both
image sequences of single particle production HMX samples. The particles are difficult to see, but
are outlined in the first frame of each sequence. Particle/matrix debonding is evident in the second
frame of each experiment at times t = 4.2 and 5.8 µs respectively. The debonding then grows to its
maximum radius at times t = 9.0 and 11.0 µs. The initial debonding is caused by the first
compressive stress wave that passes through the sample, while the debonding growth is caused by
the reflected wave off of the back plate at the rear of the sample.

Figures 3.4-3.8 (313-448 m/s) are all image sequences of single particle low defect HMX
samples. All low defect particles were impacted perpendicular to the (011) plane as determined by
x-ray diffraction (C. J. Sorensen, personal communication, April 17, 2018). Debonding of the
particle from the matrix is also evident in these samples, but more distinct cracking and fracture
behavior can also be observed. Figures 3.5 (320 m/s), 3.6 (352 m/s), and 3.8 (448 m/s) display the
most distinct debonding of the single particle low defect HMX samples. Similar to their production
particle counterparts, the debonding starts at left (impact side) face of the particle and then grows
to other particle faces. Particle/matrix debonding is first evident at times t = 4.4, 6.4, and 5.8 µs
respectively and reaches its maximum radius at times t = 10.6, 10.4, and 9.6 µs. With interfacial
debonding being a possible source for hot spot formation [62], it is necessary to gain further
understanding of the mechanisms of impact-induced debonding and its effects on hot spot
generation. In addition to this debonding behavior, particle cracking and fracture are also visible.
Figures 3.4 (313 m/s) and 3.7 (416 m/s) show the most notable fracture and cracking respectively.
In Figure 3.4, debonding can be seen at time t = 1.2 µs. The last frame of the sequence at time
t = 2.2 µs is where the particle fracture can be seen. The top face of the particle separates from the
rest of the particle and looks like the opening up of a can. The particle in Figure 3.7 is difficult to
see, but a small portion of the particle edge has been indicated in the first frame of the sequence.
Cracking becomes visible in the second frame, at time t = 5.8 µs. These cracks then widen to their
maximum width at time t = 8.4 µs. The two major cracks are ~60 and 135 degrees from the
horizontal axis.
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Figure 3.2. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 336 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.2 µs, and C) 9.0 µs.
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Figure 3.3. Image sequence of production HMX at 386 m/s at
A) 0 µs, B) 5.8 µs, and C) 11.0 µs.
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Figure 3.4. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 313 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 1.2 µs, and C) 2.2 µs.
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Figure 3.5. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 320 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.4 µs, and C) 10.6 µs.
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Figure 3.6. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 352 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 6.4 µs, and C) 10.4 µs.
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Figure 3.7. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 416 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 5.8 µs, and C) 8.4 µs.
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Figure 3.8. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 448 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 5.8 µs, and C) 9.6 µs.
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Single particle sucrose samples are pictured in the image sequences of Figures 3.9 (311 m/s)
and 3.10 (344 m/s). The sucrose particles are nearly impossible to see, but are up against the back
of the sample, which has been labeled. Both of the sucrose samples display debonding, but at
different times, t = 3.0 and 5.2 µs respectively. Particle/matrix debonding is also hardly visible
with the sucrose samples, but is labeled. The debonding reaches its maximum width at times t = 4.0
and 5.4 µs. The similarities in behavior between the energetic and inert particles is a sign that at
these velocities (313-448 m/s) no chemical reaction is occurring. With interfacial debonding being
a possible source for hot spot formation [62], it is necessary to gain further understanding of the
mechanisms of impact-induced debonding and its effects on hot spot generation.
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Figure 3.9. Image sequence of sucrose impacted at 311 m/s at A) 0 µs,
B) 3.0 µs, and C) 4.0 µs.
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Figure 3.10. Image sequence of sucrose impacted at 344 m/s at A) 0 µs,
B) 5.2 µs, and C) 5.4 µs.
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The dynamic behavior of production HMX particles differed from that of low-defect HMX
particles at the higher impact velocities (~440 m/s and above) investigated in this study.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict experiments with impact velocities of 445 and 479 m/s on single
particle production HMX particle samples. These two experiments revealed a third dynamic
behavior, volume expansion, which was not observed with the low-defect HMX particle samples
at similar impact velocities. Cracking and debonding can first be observed in the samples at times
t = 4.0 and 5.0 µs respectively. In Figure 3.11 the debonding is only on the left (impact side) face
of the particle, while in Figure 3.12 debonding is visible on both the left and right particle faces.
Cracking begins at nearly the same time as debonding in both of the samples and quickly spreads
through both particles. Once cracks propagate throughout each particle, the cracks begin to expand
radially outward, pushing the smaller particle segments away from one another. This separation
creates a volume expansion of the particle and the particle’s largest volume is captured at times
t = 6.0 and 12.0 µs. The separation is thought to be caused by gas formation within the cracks, an
indication of chemical reaction inside the HMX particles. As discussed previously, chemical
reaction is a precursor to detonation. If chemical reaction did occur, the critical impact velocity for
the production HMX particles would be around 445 m/s. There were no signs of reaction in any
of the low-defect HMX particles and they would therefore have a critical impact velocity of greater
than 448 m/s.
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Figure 3.11. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 445 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.0 µs, and C) 6.0 µs.
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Figure 3.12. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 479 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 5.0 µs, and C) 12.0 µs.
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Multiple Particles
Two different types of multi-particle samples were used in this study. One involves a
number of production HMX particles and the other two low-defect HMX particles. The low-defect
particles had flat faces, so they could be placed up against one another in line with the axis of the
gas gun barrel and perpendicular to the direction of the x-ray inside the Sylgard-184® matrix. The
multi-particle production HMX samples had many particles, since they are smaller than the lowdefect particles, all very close to each other, bound inside Sylgard-184®. These multi-particle
samples are of interest as frictional heating is considered a possible source of hot spot formation
[2,6]. The observations made during the multi-particle production HMX experiments at impact
velocities of 420 and 429 m/s are similar to those made during the single particle production HMX
experiments at impact velocities of 445 and 479 m/s. As shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 there is a
plethora of cracking, as well as crack expansion. The cracking is initially visible in the second
images in the sequences at 5.0 and 4.0 µs respectively. The cracks then expand, creating a volume
expansion of the particles, and reach their maximum volumes at times t = 6.5 and 8.5 µs. With
particles coming into contact with each other in addition to a single particle sliding along a crack,
there is the possibility for more friction in these multi-particle experiments as opposed to a singleparticle experiment. This would explain the similar behavior as seen in the single particle samples
but at lower impact velocities.
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Figure 3.13. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 420 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 5.0 µs, and C) 6.5 µs.
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Figure 3.14. Image sequence of production HMX impacted at 429 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.0 µs, and C) 8.5 µs.
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The dual-particle low-defect HMX samples displayed distinct cracking, but without the
crack expansion that was present in some of the production HMX samples. The cracking in
Figures 3.15 (432 m/s), 3.16 (443 m/s), and 3.17 (488 m/s) is observed at the particle-particle
interface. Each experiment illustrates slightly different cracking behavior. The second image in
the sequence (t = 4.6 µs) for Figure 3.15 shows the early stages of cracking, which is most
prominent in the forward particle. The cracks however are not as linear as they are in Figures 3.16
and 3.17. They have a curve to them that is not present in the later Figures. This curvature could
be caused by internal defects or a non-uniform stress state. Without knowing the exact stress state
in the particle it is hard to pinpoint the cause. At time t = 8.0 µs the curved cracks are larger and
more distinct, as well as the development of separation between the particles. The samples in
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 exhibit similar cracking behavior to one another. In these experiments the
cracking once again propagates outward form the particle-particle interface, but they are more
linear this time. The cracks propagate away from each other both vertically and horizontally (i.e.
down and to the left in the left particle and up and to the right in the right particle). This makes the
cracks in each particle almost appear as if they were a single crack. The second image in the
sequence (t = 4.4 µs) for Figure 3.17 shows a small amount of separation between the particles.
The separation grows to its maximum width at time t = 7.8 µs. In the same frame the widening of
the cracks across the particle-particle interface is observed. The collective cracking behavior is
caused by the initial stress wave that passes through the sample. A separation of the particles at
their interface is subsequently caused by the stress wave that is reflected off the steel disk at the
rear of the sample.
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Figure 3.15. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 432 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.6 µs, and C) 8.0 µs.
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Figure 3.16. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 443 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 5.6 µs, and C) 9.0 µs.
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Figure 3.17. Image sequence of low defect HMX impacted at 488 m/s
at A) 0 µs, B) 4.4 µs, and C) 7.8 µs.
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Cavity Expansion
In an attempt to quantify the debonding and volume expansion behaviors observed in the
high-speed image sequences shown, a plot correlating the normalized area of the cavity
surrounding the particles to the time after debonding initiation is presented in Figure 3.18. Since
all of the high-speed images are in two dimensions, the volume expansion was expressed in terms
of area expansion. It is impossible with x-ray PCI to obtain three dimensional images because data
is lost in the x-ray direction. The area was calculated for each frame of each image sequence, from
when debonding initiated until it was at its largest radius. These data points were then normalized
against the area of the particle one frame before debonding and plotted versus time after the start
of the debonding. Each data set has been fit to a polynomial curve for more clear observation. In
the plot each curve is labeled by the Figure number of the experiment it corresponds to and
diamond markers denote experiments with production particles. The red and dark orange curves
correspond to the experiments in which reaction was thought to occur. The red curve shows the
most expansion, over the shortest time period which helps the reaction hypothesis. On the other
hand, the dark orange line is lost in the middle of the rest of the data, as only four data points could
be obtained for that experiment. The overarching trend shown in Figure 3.18 is that experiments
with production particle samples display larger area expansion compared to those with low defect
particle samples. Curves corresponding to low defect particle experiments (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.8)
have consistently lower normalized areas at a given time versus curves corresponding to
production particle experiments (Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.12). The one outlier is the light blue curve
which is from a low defect particle experiment, yet it has a similar initial slope to the red curve
which was thought to have reacted. The lack of data points for the experiment corresponding to
Figure 3.4 does not allow for the painting of the whole picture, so the later behavior of this sample
cannot be commented on. The differences in expansion behavior appear to be a consequence of
the particle quality, with lower quality particles showing more area (or volume) expansion.
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Figure 3.18. Plot of normalized area vs. time.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Impact loading was applied to polymer-bonded HMX and sucrose particles at impact
velocities ranging from 202-488 m/s and sample geometries (rectangular prism and cylindrical) to
observe their dynamic deformation and damage processes in real time. A single-stage light gas
gun was used to supply the dynamic load and the high-speed deformation and damage was
captured by x-ray PCI at frame rates of 1-5 MHz. These experiments provide the generation of the
critical stress conditions that are necessary for chemical reaction inside an HMX particle and the
capturing of the dynamic behavior. The impact conditions were methodically adjusted and the
critical velocity for chemical reaction was experimentally determined. An increase in impact
velocity led to more particle fracture and intensified particle/matrix debonding. Experiments
conducted at 202 m/s on single particle production HMX samples displayed well-defined cracking
and crushing of the particle. When the impact velocity increased to over 300 m/s on single particle
production and low-defect HMX samples, as well as single particle sucrose samples, the particle
behavior changed. The particles experienced more intense cracking and debonding from the matrix.
As the impact velocity was increased to over 400 m/s, different sample types displayed different
dynamics. Cracking along the particle-particle interface occurred in dual-particle low-defect HMX
samples. Single particle low-defect HMX samples displayed the cracking and debonding behavior
that they did at 300-400 m/s, while single production HMX particle samples displayed volume
expansion originating at the cracks. Similar volume expansion was observed in multi-particle
production HMX samples, but at lower velocities than their single particle counterparts. The
volume expansion is believed to be the result of chemical reaction within the HMX particles, and
frictional heating is thought to be responsible for the expansion being present at lower velocities
in the multi-particle production HMX samples.
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